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INTRODUCTION

Burl (Wikipedia, 2020) forms have different burl 
wood figure (BWF) patterns due to variations in cellular 
morphology and arrangement (Huang et al., 2020), there 
may be significant differences in the density of the same 
section, and different BWF patterns may have different 
densities.  As X–rays have penetrability, and there is 
intensity attenuation after penetration, it is one of non-
destructive testing techniques.  The wavelength of a Soft 
X–ray is 0.3–10.0 nm, which is suitable for wood inspec-
tion due to its weaker penetrating power (Kirz and 
Jacobsen, 1995).  Taking fall wood as an example, the 
degree of attenuation (material absorption) of Soft X–
ray intensity is higher, and the color inclines to white, 
while spring wood is on the contrary (Lin et al., 2005).  
Therefore, the BWF density variations of different pat-
terns of a burl are analyzed using the Soft X–ray shoot-
ing technique, which can be corresponded to the BWF 
patterns and cellular arrangements in prior reports 
(Huang et al., 2020).  Gülsoy et al. (2005) indicate that 
the burl density is related to the amount of resinous sub-
stance accumulated in wood rays.

The 14C dating method can be used to estimate the 
age of cultural relics or as an age reference for paleoen-

vironment and paleoclimate studies (Hajdas, 2009; 
Kuzmin, 2009; Wood, 2015).  As carbon dioxide with 14C 
enters the food chain through the photosynthesis of 
plants, animals and plants have a certain proportion of 
carbon isotopes (e.g. 12C, 13C and 14C), which are no 
longer exchanged with the outside as the plants die.  
However, in order to estimate the time of death of ani-
mals and plants, as unstable 14C decays continuously, 
the 14C age can be estimated by determining the 14C 
concentration remaining in the organic remains and cal-
culating the assumed half–life (Баранов, 2004; Wood, 
2015).  

Taiwan cypress burl has multiple appearances and 
internal morphology, the formation of a wood figure is 
similar to that of a BWF (Huang et al., 2020), and the 
Taiwan cypress BWF pattern and cellular morphology 
might be described by the density analysis of Soft X–ray.  
The study investigated the densities of different BWF 
patterns form the Taiwan cypress burl, and used 14C 
dating to estimate 14C age, which was intended to pro-
vide a reference for the cognition of Taiwan cypress 
BWFs.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Test materials
Taiwan cypress burl processing remainder

The specimens for density analysis and carbon age 
(14C age) estimation were taken from a burl artwork 
processing plant, the patterns of BWF were compared by 
the previous paper (Huang et al., 2020), and before test-
ing the BWF patterns were also confirmed by senior col-
lectors in Taiwan.

This study used Soft X–ray image analysis and radiocarbon dating (14C dating) to analyze the density 
and estimate carbon age (14C age) of Taiwan cypress burl wood figures (BWFs).  The densities of water–
ripple, sliver–ripple, peanut–like, phoenix tail–like, nail–like, and thorn–like burl figures were 0.64, 0.68, 
0.73, 0.71, 0.93, and 0.86 g/cm3, respectively, which were higher than both of Chamaecyparis formosensis 
(0.50 g/cm3) and Chamaecyparis obtusa var. formosana (0.54 g/cm3).  Physical organizational changes, 
cellular morphology, orientation of wood, and the amount of chemical substance (inclusion) might be 
related to BWF density variations.  Both sides of a bright band or adjacent surfaces had different densities 
due to tracheid pattern differences.  The higher nail dot density was supposed to be related to the inclusion.  
The 14C ages of water–ripple, sliver–ripple, peanut–like, phoenix tail–like, nail–like, and thorn–like burl fig-
ures were about 382, 180, 480, 342, 173, and 277 BP, respectively, meaning the precedence order of 14C 
ages of various BWFs might not be related to the complexity or density of BWF patterns.  In addition to the 
time course, the formation of BWF patterns was related to the physical organizational or chemical substance 
changes, such as the cellular morphology, arrangement, or amount of inclusion of wood.
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Experimental methods
BWF density analysis

The Soft X–ray photographic box (MODEL 43855A 
OPTION A02, Hewlett–Packard Faxitron, America) was 
used with negative film (INDUSTREX MX125 Film, 
Carestream Health, America) for shooting, and correc-
tion wedges (WALESCH Electronic 06.07.01 ES, Walesch 
Electronic, Switzerland) in different thicknesses and 
gradients were used as standards.  The shooting condi-
tions included tube voltage 14 kv, tube current 0.375 mA, 
and shooting time of 7 min.  The negative film (gray 
scale image) was scanned by an image scanner (Epson 
Expression 10000 XL, Seiko Epson, Japan), wherein the 
measuring axis was planned, and measuring axis density 
analysis is performed by image analysis software 
(Image–Pro Plus 6.0.0.260 for Windows, Media 
Cybernetics, America) and regression analysis software 
(SigmaPlot for Windows 10.0, Systat Software, America) 
(Kirz and Jacobsen, 1995; Lin et al., 2005).

BWF 14C age estimation
The 14C ages (before present, BP; radiocarbon years 

before 1950) of various BWFs  and error values were 
determined by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry 
(Accelerator Mass Spectrometry; High Voltage 
Engineering Europa B.V., HVEE, Netherlands).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

BWF density analysis
Water–ripple figure

The macroscopic bright band of the water–ripple fig-
ure is straight lines, which are arranged slightly parallel 
with each other and regular, like a wavy figure, and the 
cells are longitudinal tracheid pattern (including sliver, 
discontinuous, turning zone and sliver inclusion) with 
part of wood ray pattern (such as: crossover region) in 
the microscopic view.  The tracheid patterns on both 
sides of the bright band are slightly different from each 
other, and the bright band has different reflected 
degrees from light due to different tracheid patterns, 
which are relatively apparent in vision (Huang et al., 
2020).  Table 1 showed the general view (left) and gray 
scale image (right) of the water–ripple figure specimen.

The densities on both sides of the bright band were 
analyzed with different measuring axes.  The maximum 
density of A0A1 was 0.67 g/cm3, the minimum density was 
0.47 g/cm3, and the maximum and minimum densities of 
B0B1 were about 0.70 and 0.47 g/cm3, respectively, those 
of C0C1 were 0.83 and 0.46 g/cm3, those of D0D1 were 0.94 
and 0.59 g/cm3, those of E0E1 were 0.88 and 0.58 g/cm3, 
and the densities of A0A1, B0B1, C0C1, D0D1, and E0E1 were 
0.54, 0.57, 0.61, 0.75, and 0.71 g/cm3, respectively.  The 
density of wood is generally related to the thickness of 
the cell wall and cell cavity diameter and positively cor-
related with cell wall thickness, and negatively corre-
lated with the length, width, cavity diameter, and the 
amount of vessel (Roque and Tomazello Filho, 2007).  
For example: fall wood has thick cell walls, small cavity, 
and denser arrangement.  It has higher density than 
spring wood.  The differences in cellular morphology 
might influence the density of wood, and the straight 
line–like bright band of the water–ripple figure had dif-
ferent reflected degrees of light due to the morphologi-
cal difference between the sides of tracheid pattern.

Sliver–ripple figure
The sliver–ripple figure (Q filament) is curvilinear or 

electric wave–like, two adjacent bright bands intersect 
each other and surround the lusterless surface, and sev-
eral blocks are formed between the bright band and lus-
terless (adjacent) surface, which is similar to the pattern 
of a mottled figure.  In microscopic view, the tracheid 
patterns are sliver, discontinuous, and pore; the accumu-
lated inclusion was sliver and punctate inclusion; and the 
wood ray pattern presents crossover region (Huang et 
al., 2020).  Table 2 showed the general view (left) and 
gray scale image (right) of the sliver–ripple figure speci-
men.

The density of sliver–ripple figure was observed in 
the general view of the specimen that two curvilinear 
bright bands intersected each other, and this trend was 
somewhat normal to spring and fall woods.  The surface 
around the bright band was somewhat lusterless.  The 
density of measuring axes A0A1 and B0B1 of the lusterless 
surface was all 0.72 g/cm3, the C0C1 of the bright band 
was lower 0.61 g/cm3, the maximum densities were about 
1.02, 0.96, and 0.94 g/cm3, and the minimum values were 

Table 1.   Soft X–ray density analysis of water–ripple figure of Chamaecyparis formosensis specimen

Axes Density (g/cm3) General view Gray scale image 1)

A0A1 0.54 (0.05) a2)

B0B1 0.57 (0.05) b

C0C1 0.61 (0.06) c

D0D1 0.75 (0.08) e

E0E1 0.71 (0.07) d

1) Film image of Soft X–ray density analysis
2) Mean (standard deviation) by Duncan’s multiple range tests at 5% significant level
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0.48, 0.55, and 0.42 g/cm3, respectively, meaning there 
were different densities between bright band and luster-
less surface.

Peanut–like figure
The peanut–like figure is characterized by the mush-

room–swirled shape with a concentric circle, which is 
similar to the blister figure, as the surface has dark 
colored lines and is arranged outwards in the form of 
concentric circles to form several irregular dark colored 
circles (Huang et al., 2020).  Table 3 showed the general 
view (left) and gray scale image (right) of the peanut–
like figure specimen.

The maximum and minimum densities of the A0A1 
measuring axes were 0.70 and 0.52 g/cm3, respectively, 
those of B0B1 were 0.91 and 0.65 g/cm3, those of C0C1 
were 0.97 and 0.63 g/cm3, and the maximum and mini-
mum densities of B0B1 were close to those of C0C1, which 
were higher than those of A0A1.  The A0A1 analyzed the 
density of the grey black region in the gray scale image, 
which corresponded to the general view of the specimen, 
and was the periphery of the concentric circles pattern.  

B0B1 and C0C1 were the effect of the concentric circles 
pattern center amount on density.  The densities of A0A1, 
B0B1, and C0C1 were 0.56, 0.76, and 0.87 g/cm3, respec-
tively, meaning in a range, and the concentric circles pat-
tern center amount was related to density.  The conifer 
compression wood has higher specific gravity when the 
pore of wood cells was compressed.  The density is 
increased because the cavity volume of cells is reduced 
(Westing, 1965).  In the nonuniform growing process of 
BWF, as there might be compression in the portion of 
growth range, the close arrangement of the tracheid at 
the center of the concentric circles pattern might be 
related to compression.

Phoenix tail–like figure
The phoenix tail–like figure which has both swirl and 

feather patterns for different sections is similar to a 
crotch figure.  The tracheid pattern of the phoenix tail–
like figure has the tracheid of longitudinal and cross sec-
tions, and such patterns have different light reflected 
degrees.  The phoenix tail–like figure has the tracheid 
patterns of sliver, discontinuous, pore, sliver inclusion 

Table 2.  Soft X–ray density analysis of sliver–ripple figure of Chamaecyparis formosensis  specimen

Axes Density (g/cm3) General view Gray scale image 1)

A0A1 0.72 (0.11) b2)

B0B1 0.72 (0.09) b

C0C1 0.61 (0.11) a

1) and 2) See Table 1

Table 3.   Soft X–ray density analysis of peanut–liked figure of Chamaecyparis obtusa var. formosana 
specimen

Axes Density (g/cm3) General view Gray scale image 1)

A0A1 0.56 (0.03) a2)

B0B1 0.76 (0.07) b

C0C1 0.87 (0.09) c

1) and 2) See Table 1

Table 4.   Soft X–ray density analysis of phoenix tail–liked figure of Chamaecyparis formosensis speci-
men

Axes Density (g/cm3) General view Gray scale image 1)

A0A1 0.49 (0.11) a2)

B0B1 0.61 (0.12) c

C0C1 0.55 (0.13) b

D0D1 0.71 (0.06) e

E0E1 0.63 (0.07) d

F0F1 0.84 (0.08) f

G0G1 1.14 (0.06) g

1) and 2) See Table 1
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and punctate inclusion with the part of wood ray pat-
tern, such as crossover region.  The feather bright bands 
are usually divided by a lusterless surface between them.  
There is a gradient effect due to different glosses 
(Huang et al., 2020).  The general view (left) of the 
phoenix tail–like figure specimen had feather bright 
bands and a lusterless surface between them, the pat-
tern was complex, and it seemed there was a center 
position (swirl), meaning where the bright band spreads 
out like a feather (Table 4).

While the surface that measuring axis A0A1 passes 
through was relatively lusterless, the surface that F0F1 
passes through had relatively dense arrangement of 
annual rings.  The color of the center position of the gray 
scale image (right) inclined to ash grey, which was obvi-
ously different from the peripheral color.  The lusterless 
surfaces were B0B1 and D0D1, and the bright bands were 
C0C1 and E0E1.  The maximum densities of A0A1, B0B1, 
C0C1, D0D1, E0E1, F0F1, and G0G1 were 0.94, 0.88, 0.86, 
0.86, 0.80, 0.98, and 1.24 g/cm3, respectively, the mini-
mum values of those were 0.31, 0.41, 0.36, 0.56, 0.47, 
0.64, and 0.98 g/cm3, and the densities of all measuring 
axes were 0.49, 0.61, 0.55, 0.71, 0.63, 0.84, and 1.14 g/
cm3 (Table 4), meaning the complexity of the phoenix 
tail–like figure pattern was related to density.  In general, 
tree rings do not grow in positive concentric circles; tak-
ing reaction wood as an example, the annual rings grow 
eccentrically as the tree tilts, and the annual rings on the 
compressed side become narrow and denser (Westing, 
1965).  The densities of the bright band and lusterless 
surface; therefore, might be related to morphological dif-
ferences, and be different due to growth difference.

Nail–like figure
The nail–liked figure has various randomly distrib-

uted irregular dark colored dots of different sizes, which 
are known as “nail dots”, similar to a burl figure, and 
related to the bud points of the adventitious buds or dor-
mant buds.  The multiple tracheid patterns, e.g. intersec-
tion, hook, and/or swirl patterns with the inclusion pat-
terns of sliver and punctate inclusion concentration site 
and moniliform (Huang et al., 2020).  Table 5 showed 
the general view (left) of nail–like figure specimen, 
where it was observed that there were randomly distrib-
uted nail dots of different sizes, as well as some fissures 
or hole–patterns.

The color of the nail dots in the gray scale image 
(right) inclines to grey color, as compared with the 
peripheral surface, and dark black lines or holes could be 
observed in some nail dots, which were the fissures or 
holes in the general view of the specimen.  The densities 
of measuring axes A0A1, B0B1, and C0C1 were 0.75, 1.01, 
and 1.02 g/cm3, respectively, while A0A1, which had not 
passed through the nail dots, had the minimum density, 
B0B1 and C0C1, which passed through nail dots, had 
higher density, and their maximum densities were 0.93, 
1.21, and 1.20 g/cm3, respectively, and the minimum val-
ues are 0.57, 0.47 and 0.74 g/cm3.  In the microscopic 
view of this pattern, the density of the nail dots was 
related to the large amount of accumulated inclusion 
(Huang et al., 2020).  In addition, a burl contains a lot of 
resinous substance and has higher density than general 
wood (Gülsoy et al., 2005).  

Thorn–like figure
The surface of the thorn–like figure has the bright 

band and nail dot patterns simultaneously, which is simi-
lar to a burl figure, the nail dots are clustered in a range 
and the bright band vignettes out from a nail dot or the 
center of the cluster (Huang et al., 2020).  Table 6 

Table 5.   Soft X–ray density analysis of nail–liked figure of Chamaecyparis obtusa var. formosana 
specimen

Axes Density (g/cm3) General view Gray scale image 1)

A0A1 0.75 (0.07) a2)

B0B1 1.01 (0.13) b

D0D1 1.02 (0.13) c

1) and 2) See Table 1

Table 6.   Soft X–ray density analysis of thorn–liked figure of Chamaecyparis obtusa var. formosana 
specimen

Axes Density (g/cm3) General view Gray scale image 1)

A0A1 0.95 (0.06) c2)

B0B1 0.85 (0.06) b

D0D1 0.79 (0.05) a

1) and 2) See Table 1
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showed the general view (left) of the thorn–liked figure 
specimen, which showed several dark colored dot pat-
terns, i.e. “nail dots”, clustering in a place.  Some curvi-
linear bright bands vignette out from the center or 
periphery of the nail dots, and this trend was somewhat 
normal to spring and fall woods.

The maximum densities of measuring axes A0A1, 
B0B1, and C0C1 were 1.04, 0.98, and 0.91 g/cm3, respec-
tively, while the minimum densities of those were 0.80, 
0.64, and 0.69 g/cm3.  The densities of A0A1, B0B1, and 
C0C1 were 0.95, 0.85, and 0.79 g/cm3, respectively, 
wherein A0A1 had the highest density through the range 
of nail dots.  According to the gray scale image (right), 
the color of the region of the nail dots inclines to ash 
grey, and the density is higher, which is related to the 
inclusion (Eom and Chung, 1994; Crane et al., 1995; 
Gülsoy et al., 2005; Kilic et al., 2012).

Comparison of BWF densities
The densities of various BWF patterns were ana-

lyzed by measuring axes, such as the bright band and 
dot pattern (nail dot), the densities of various BWF were 
listed in Table 1 to Table 6, and the density variation 
between different BWF was comprehensively described, 
as shown in Table 7.  The average densities of the water–
ripple, sliver–ripple, peanut–like, phoenix tail–like, nail–
like, and thorn–like burl figures were about 0.64, 0.68, 
0.73, 0.71, 0.93, and 0.86 g/cm3, respectively.  In terms of 
the water–ripple, sliver–ripple, phoenix tail–like, and 
thorn–like burl figures, the surfaces on both sides of the 
bright band or adjacent surfaces had different densities; 
e.g. the left side (A0A1) and right side (B0B1) of the bright 
band of the water–ripple figure (Table 1), or the luster-
less surface (B0B1) and bright band (C0C1) of the sliver–
ripple figure (Table 2), or the peanut–like figure (Table 
3), which had higher density in the center (B0B1) of the 
concentric circles pattern.  In addition, the nail dots of 
the nail–like and thorn–like burl figures had higher den-
sity.  Taking the nail–like figure as an example, such as 
B0B1 was shown in Table 5.  The density variation 
between the bright band and peripheral surface (e.g., 
cellular morphology) of the water–ripple, sliver–ripple, 
phoenix tail–like, and thorn–like burl figures can be 
resulted from different tracheid patterns (Huang et al., 
2020).

The water–ripple, sliver–ripple, peanut–like, and 
phoenix tail–like figures had similar densities, the thorn–

like figure had the second highest density among the six 
BWFs, and the nail–like figure had the highest density.  
The densities could be classified by water–ripple, sliver–
ripple, peanut–like, phoenix tail–like, nail–like, and 
thorn–like figures.  After morphologic observation and 
wood figure comparison, Huang et al. (2020) indicate 
that the BWF patterns are divided into bright band, nail–
like, and thorn–like types.  Different bright band pat-
terns were able to be observed on the surfaces of water–
ripple, sliver–ripple, peanut–like, and phoenix tail–like 
figures, such as straight–line, curvilinear, or feather pat-
terns, which were resulted as BWFs pattern (Table 7).  
The nail–like and thorn–like BWFs had nail dots, while 
the thorn–like figure had both nail dot and bright band 
patterns; therefore, the density of the bright band type 
BWF was related to the physical organizational changes 
of the tracheid pattern and arrangement.  While the con-
centric circles pattern on the surface of peanut–like fig-
ure was resulted from the inclusion, its density was also 
related to the tracheid arrangement.  In other words, the 
density variation of the nail–like burl figure depended on 
the amount of inclusion, and of thorn–like figure had 
both nail dots and bright bands.

14C age estimation of Taiwan cypress BWFs 
The BWF dating specimens and 14C dating results 

are shown in Table 8.  The estimated 14C age is repre-
sented by BP, which is estimated ahead of 1950 as the 
0th year (0 BP), as a larger BP value represents an ear-
lier age to 1950 (Баранов, 2004; Wood, 2015).  The esti-
mated 14C ages of different pattern of the water–ripple, 
sliver–ripple, peanut–like, phoenix tail–like, nail–like, 
and thorn–like burl figures were about 382, 180, 480, 
342, 173, and 277 BP, respectively.

According to the patterns in macroscopic view 
(Huang et al., 2020), the water–ripple and sliver–ripple 
figure patterns of the bright band type BWF are rela-
tively specimen; whereas the peanut–like and phoenix 
tail–like figure patterns are relatively complex.  The 
bright band of the latter two spread out from the center 
position, especially the phoenix tail–like figure with its 
multiple bright band patterns.  The interfingering of a 
feather bright band and lusterless surface often result in 
a gradient.  According to the above density analysis 
(Table 7), the nail–like and thorn–like burl figures had 
higher density than the bright band type, which was not 
induced by specimen physical cell tissue variation, 

Table 7.  Average density of burl wood figure specimens by using Soft X–ray analysis

Pattern
Average density 

(g/cm3) BWF pattern (Huang et al., 2020)

Water–ripple figure 0.64 (0.09) a Straight–line bright band type

Sliver–ripple figure 0.68 (0.06) b Curvilinear bright band type

Peanut–liked figure 0.73 (0.16) d Curvilinear with concentric circle bright band type 

Phoenix tail–liked figure 0.71 (0.22) c Feather bright band type

Nail–liked figure 0.93 (0.16) f Nail dots nail–like type

Thorn–liked figure 0.86 (0.08) e Flash light and nail dot thorn–like type
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meaning the chemical substance variation with the inclu-
sion might influence density.

The 14C age of various BWFs was only 241–450 
years up to this year (2020), and far from the Taiwan 
cypress, which appropriated to be a thousand years old.  
However, because 14C dating belongs to the concept of 
organic remains, the concentration differences of carbon 
isotopes in the organisms only start from the time of 
death (Баранов, 2004).  Moreover, the distance of wood 
cells to the cambium has different precedence orders, 
and there are differences between living cells and dead 
cells.  Moreover, sapwood and heartwood have different 
14C ages, and the dead wood cells have different 14C 
ages after the annual change from sapwood to heart-
wood.  There are errors in the 14C age on the specimen 
site, which is known as the old wood effect (Bowman, 
1990).

As the specimen are Taiwan cypress burl processing 
remainders, it is difficult to master the true age data of 
the original tree or burl, meaning the measured value 
only represents the 14C age of the specimen (the posi-
tion of the burl), and the result only shows that the 
specimens has different 14C ages.  The starting time of a 
burl could not be explored from the specimens or the 
relationship between the tree and the burl.  The time of 
death; therefore, was determined based on 14C age.  The 
predecessors indicate that the burl variation starts from 
periderm (Kelly and Black, 1949) or near pith (Eom and 
Chung, 1994), meaning the burl can form at the begin-
ning of tree growth, and it might be induced by the influ-
ence of acquired growth variation.  In terms of the latter 
one, the burl might not be formed until after years of 
arboreal growth so that the tree age was essentially dif-
ferent from the burl age.

In addition, there are numerous causes for the for-
mation of wood figures or burls, including congenital 
growth condition, growth rate and size of trees, postna-
tal climate, soil, geographic location, height above sea 
level, latitude, and biological and non–biological effects, 
such as the wounds caused by insects, animals, or out-

side disasters, cellular morphology, arrangement influ-
enced by ambient temperature and humidity changes, 
natural disasters, invasive infection of pathogens, varia-
tion of tree genes, a lack of phytohormones, or other 
unknown effects (Black, 1945; Kelly and Black, 1949; 
Littau and Black, 1952a and 1952b; White and Millington, 
1954a and 1954b; Ahuja, 1962; de Torok, 1968; Beals and 
Davis, 1977; Eklund and Säll, 2000; Dodueva et al., 2007; 
Schweingruber, 2007; Lukmandaru, 2015).  White and 
Millington (1954a) mentioned that the Picea glauca 
burl grows in coastal regions with salt mist.  Eklund and 
Säll (2000) mention that wind can influence the crown 
orientation of red pine (Pinus resinosa) and Norway 
spruce (Picea abies).  As Taiwan is surrounded by seas, 
and there are monsoon and typhoon seasons every year, 
the geographic environment is similar to the burl habitat 
proposed by predecessors, and this might be one of the 
reasons for the rich and changeful patterns of Taiwan 
cypress burl.

The above causes can be attributed to wood cell var-
iations, and wood figure formations, burl formations, and 
tree wounds are varied.  According to morphologic 
observation (Huang et al., 2020) and density analysis in 
this study, the BWF pattern difference can be reflected 
in BWF density.  According to some of studies, the fac-
tors influencing the density of wood are related to cli-
mate, monthly mean temperature, rainfall, planting den-
sity, and soil moisture (Bergès et al., 2008; Filipescu et 
al., 2013), and such factors can influence the density of 
wood, cell wall thickness, cell length, width, and cavity 
diameter (Roque and TomazelloFilho, 2007), meaning 
such factors are related to the physical organizational 
changes of wood cells.  The bright band type of BWF is 
caused by cellular morphology and arrangement 
changes.  It can be inferred that the bright band type is 
relatively related to environmental climate factors.  In 
addition, predecessors mention that resin is the physio-
logical or pathological secretion of plants (Gülsoy et al., 
2005; Kilic et al., 2012), meaning chemical substances as 
inclusions are related to tree injuries, and it can be 

Table 8.   14C age dating of burl wood figure specimens by using Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry

Pattern 14C age (BP 1)) Dating specimen

Water–ripple figure 382±31

Sliver–ripple figure 180±22

Peanut–liked figure 480±21

Phoenix tail–liked figure 342±24

Nail–liked figure 173±25

Thorn–liked figure 277±20

1) Radiocarbon years before 1950; that is, 1950 as the 0th year (0 BP)
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inferred that biological factors or environmental disas-
ters have greater effect on the nail–like burl figure than 
environmental change.  Moreover, it is impossible that 
the trees are influenced only by a few variable factors.  
The thorn–like burl figure might be resulted from multi-
ple factors, and the bud points occurring after the tree is 
injured can be derived from the order, bud growth, and 
compressed peripheral cells, and also the cellular mor-
phology arrangement can change, and such environmen-
tal changes influence the BWF pattern.  

To sum up, many factors induce variations in woody 
textures, forming wood or wood figures.  Whatever the 
reason, such variations take time and the longer the 
time, the greater the effect, meaning that time is of cer-
tain importance to the formation of BWF.  However, as 
there are many complex and changeful causes for the 
formation of BWFs, taking the general views of pattern, 
density, and 14C age, it is only confirmed that the com-
plexity of BWF patterns is induced by physical organiza-
tional and chemical substance changes of wood cells, 
and such changes vary with time.

CONCLUSION

The density of the bright band type burl figure was 
0.64–0.73 g/cm3, the nail–like burl figure had the highest 
density of 0.93 g/cm3, and the thorn–like burl figure had 
the second highest density of 0.86 g/cm3.  According to 
microscopic pattern comparison, the different densities 
on both sides of the bright band or between the adjacent 
surfaces of water–ripple, sliver–ripple, phoenix tail–like, 
and thorn–like burl figures were resulted from different 
tracheid patterns.  The center of the concentric circles 
pattern of the peanut–like figure had higher density, 
which was caused by the close arrangement of various 
tracheids.  In addition, the higher density of nail dots on 
the nail–like and thorn–like burl figures might be related 
to the inclusion.  The 14C ages of different pattern of 
water–ripple, sliver–ripple, peanut–like, phoenix tail–
like, nail–like, and thorn–like burl figures were about 
382, 180, 480, 342, 173, and 277 BP, respectively.  The 
causes for the formation of bBWFs were complex, 
including biological and non–biological effects, and each 
effect takes time.  The complexity of BWF patterns were 
directly related to physical organizational and chemical 
substance changes, such as the cellular morphology, 
arrangement of wood, and the amount of inclusion.  
While time was correlated with the formation of BWFs to 
some extent, the time length was indirectly related to 
BWF patterns.
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